**NEW FOLIAR TREATMENT FROM LINDUM**

Lindum Plant Nutrition launched a foliar treatment which aids photosynthesis. ProSyn is a liquid, organic compound which encourages healthy cell division, respiration and energy conservation in turf. By providing complete amino acids, proteins and carbohydrates which are usually deficient in turfgrass in intensive use and under stress, ProSyn improves the plant's photosynthetic efficiency, thus helping the plants to help themselves. As with all Lindum Plant Nutrition products, this new foliar treatment is designed to be incorporated within a total turf programme which Lindum create on an individual basis for each client, following extensive soil analysis.

**TEXTRON DEBUT LIGHTWEIGHT TOP DRESSER**

The Turfco SP-1530 TM track mounted broadcast top dresser made its UK debut on the Textron stand. Ideal for greens that will not accommodate a towed top dresser, the SP-1530 TM provides unparalleled performance for fast and light applications. It can be easily coupled to a four-wheel Cushman Turf-Trackster using a few simple mounting brackets and connectors.

The hydraulically driven conveyor belt and twin spinners provide a uniform application at any speed, with the spinner angle easily adjustable for maximum penetration. The distribution pattern is variable from 4.57m-9.14m enabling the majority of greens to be covered in just two passes.

A large hopper ensures fast loading using a front-end loader and one operator can do the entire job, for the busy greenkeeper that’s fast and cost-effective greens management.

**SISIS UNVEILS LATEST ADDITIONS**

**TWO NEW PRODUCTS COMPLIMENT SISIS RANGE**

The new SISIS Rotorate is a thatch remover for regular routine use but also has the capability to work deeper when required, while retaining the finesse of the SISIS Auto-Rotorate and leaving a clean cut groove. The maximum working depth is 45mm.

The Rotorate 600 incorporates the SISIS Rotorate contra-rotation principle, whereby the reel rotates at high speed against the direction of travel. The blades therefore cut upwards holding the machine to the ground to maintain a regular working depth. A range of interchangeable reels is available.

The new SISIS Tigarake, hydraulic scarifier, has been designed for fast, effective, thatch removal on golf greens, tees and approaches.

The twin scarifying units give a working width of just over a metre. The entire machine floats on a front roller, and each individual unit floats independently across the width of the machine. It therefore follows undulations maintaining the depth of cut and eliminating scalping.

There are four interchangeable reels available thatch removal reel; vertical cutting reel comprising close-pitched triangular blades for light scarification during the growing season; brush reel to remove light surface debris and lift grasses prior to mowing; combined reel with thatch removal blades interspersed with brushes to remove thatch efficiently, with the added benefit of a brushes finish.

The angle of ‘throw’ is adjustable for wet or dry working conditions. The large capacity collector tips for emptying or can be removed. The support legs slot away during work.

**TORO AIM FOR A BLAST WITH LATEST SIDEWINDER LAUNCH**

The Groundsmaster 3500-D Sidewinder from Toro is a rotary mower with cutting units that can be shifted to either side of the machine to provide an overhang for trimming grass edges such as bunker rims and fringes. The machine is fitted with rollers and producers and landscape contractors. In golf, its use is primarily for surrounding mowing, trim work in roughs and for stripping around the clubhouse and other desirable areas.

The GM 3500-D's innovative cutting system comprises three individual, 27in floating decks with front and rear rollers which follow ground contours to virtually eliminate scalping. The deck overlap configuration prevents grass streaks in turn and on banks.

Versatility is provided by an adjustable width of cut, which allows the machine to be set up for three different cutting widths - 88in, 70in and 72in - by simply changing a bolted assembly. A 68in set-up gives additional protection against grass streaking on banks or when turning; while 72ins provides more productivity on non-hilly terrain or for straight-line cutting.

The Sidewinder system enables the decks to slide 12in left and right of centre. This provides a 12in overhang on either side of the mower at a 68in width of cut. At the 72in cutting width, the overhang available is 14in. Height of cut is adjustable in quarter-inch increments from three-quarters of an inch to four inches. The Toro GM 3500-D is fitted with a Kubota 35hp turbo diesel engine and has permanent three-wheel drive for both mowing and transport. Mowing speed is factory set at 6mph, but is adjustable, and the unit can travel at up to 9mph in transport. The all-new Toro Groundsmaster 4000-D is a powerful lift rotary mower that is highly manoeuvrable and produces a superb, high-quality cut.

The machine is being introduced to meet the demand from those customers who prefer a large-scale rotary cutting capability, traction and operator comfort. Therefore the unit has been given more power than competitors' equivalents with a Kubota turbo diesel, 2-litre engine developing 56hp (42kw) and providing plenty of power for a variety of cutting conditions.

On cutting performance, the focus is on the quality of cut, mowing capacity, ground following and after-cut dispersion of the clippings. Rear discharge decks are fitted for even dispersion of cuttings for a clean after-cut finish. For even cleaner cutting management and added safety, these can be converted by customers to Toro's Guardian Recycler design simply by bolting on baffles and kickers.
NEW FAIRWAY MOWER FROM JOHN DEERE

Featuring a 32hp liquid cooled diesel engine, hydrostatic transmission and power steering, John Deere's new look 3235B lightweight five gang fairway mower was unveiled at the show. The machine offers higher capacity hydraulics, larger wheel motors and a maximum engine output of 38.5hp, with electric fans for quieter operation.

There is a new ball joint and yoke design on the mower's standard cutting units, for improved grass collection. New reel motors and a new bedknife to reel adjustment, coupled with a new triple pump, increase the overall cutting performance.

The 3235B fairway mower is available with a choice of 12.7cm diameter seven blade standard, or 17.7cm diameter eight blade ESP (extra strength and precision), cutting units. Five and ten blade ESP units are also available. The patented RFS (rotate for service) feature means the cutting units can be rotated and presented for easy servicing.

Overall mowing width is 2.34m, and the two front outer reels fold up to give a transport width of 2.2m. Height of cut ranges from 6.4 to 76.2mm, depending on model.

Further standard features include patented hydraulic down pressure on the reels, to follow ground contours more closely, on board backpapping and simple reel speed adjustment. Options include four wheel drive, roll-over protection and John Deere's new FTC (farmers tender conditioner) with rear roller power brush attachments. These provide a better, cleaner finish by grooming, recutting and dispersing grass clippings more evenly, particularly in wet conditions, without leaving unsightly clumps of grass on the fairway, and by reducing thatch build up.

Base price of the 3235B is £29,301 with seven blade standard reels and £30,741 with eight blade ESP reels.

UPDATED SEED CATALOGUE

Barenbrug UK launched its new catalogue at the show. For the new Millennium the publication, Amenity Grass Seed and Wildflower Mixtures 2001, is double the size of its predecessors, now being in A4 format and 40 full-colour pages.

It details all the company's products and services with a colourful, pull-out Mixture Selection Guide which makes choosing product quick and easy, while throughout the catalogue, panels spotlight helpful hints and technical information. Highlighted in the brochure are Barbizon and Barfelix, two varieties of a brand new species for Barenbrug, namely tall fescue. Specially bred for UK conditions, trials have shown these to be ideally suited for stressed soccer grounds and other facilities, being wear tolerant, disease resistant and even able to withstand waterlogging.

The most powerful-ever Kubota ride-on rotary mower made its UK public debut at BTME. Known as the F3560, the new model extends Kubota's F Series front mower line-up to four machines rated at 18hp, 25hp, 30hp and, now, 35hp.

The F3560 ride-on front mower is powered by a highly fuel-efficient Kubota E-TVCS (triple vortex combustion system) 25hp diesel engine, renowned for its low levels of noise, exhaust and vibration. The F3560 has as standard single pedal hydrostatic transmission, tilt column power steering and shaft drive to its three-bladed 1.83m (72in) cutter deck. Mowing height is quickly adjustable from 25 to 102mm (1 - 4in).

Sharing all the key features of its F Series stablemates, the F3560 is designed to operate for long hours on large areas of grass across level or hilly terrain. Its tight turning circle, compact dimensions and low centre of gravity make it equally well suited for work on banked ground and amongst trees and similar obstacles. A safety rollbar, weather rollbar, weather cab or safety cab are all available.

Other important features include a hydraulically-actuated, oil-immersed PTO clutch which ensures smooth cutter engagement, minimising shocks and maximising clutch and drive line life. For optimum cooling efficiency and operator comfort, air drawn through the radiator is force-fed into the engine chamber before being discharged to the rear of the machine, keeping hot air away from the operator.

Bernhard and Co introduced its most advanced rotary blade grinder, Rota-Master at the show.

An essential tool in the workshop this machine, once set up, can be left to complete the grinding cycle alone - due to the unique automatic infeed with auto cut-off.

Features include a quality balancer and automatic traverse with easily adjusted travel stops. With blades held securely in place both ends can be ground at the same time almost eliminating the necessity for post-sharpen balancing.

Operators benefit from Rota-Master's ergonomic work height and built-in dust collection system which has the added advantage of an attachment to vac out the working area. The grinding operation occurs away from the operator for added safety.

KUBOTA LAUNCH THEIR MOST POWERFUL ROTARY MOWER AT HARROGATE

Bernhard's NEW GRINDER

TEXTRON UNVEIL HANDY CONTROL SYSTEM

Also unveiled at the show was the Ransomes Super Certes walk-behind mower with MotivairTM, the new servo-control system for pedestrian mowers.

MotivairTM is easily identified by its distinctive profiled handgrips incorporating the engagement trigger and safety collar. The handgrip design provides the best user comfort possible, while complying with stringent safety legislation. A gentle squeeze of the trigger allows the vacuum operated servo-control system to engage the drive clutch. This new design provides an exceptionally smooth take-up of power with almost effortless operation and providing the user with a comfortable working platform.